PLEASE TEAR OFF THIS SECTION AND RETURN TO SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS AUSTRALIA

FOR ALL SAMSUNG ACCESSORIES AUSTRALIA ONLY

THE CENTER OF TRACTION LTD.

Australia & New Zealand, 855 Glandore Road, Wembley, WA 6014, Australia

PARTS TERMS AND CONDITIONS

The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (the ACCC) including the Australian Consumer Law (the ACL) may act as an enforcement body under the ACL. The ACCC has broad enforcement powers in relation to the ACL. If the ACCC determines that the ACL has been contravened, they may impose a financial penalty in respect of the alleged contravention. The ACCC may also consider an application to the Federal Court for a declaration that an alleged contravention of the ACL has occurred, and a court order may be made requiring the person who is alleged to have contravened the ACL to carry out a specified course of conduct. The ACCC also has the ability to seek enforcement orders from the Federal Court, the State courts or the Federal Magistrates Court. In Australia, the ACCC uses these powers to investigate and enforce the ACL.
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The following are Samsung

The period during which this Warranty is in effect will depend

ou make any claim under this Warranty it is essential

You will not be able t

Claims are subject to the present warranty, and anything else that is a

The warranty gives you original purchase for the period of

Copyright

Bears a trade mark owned or used by Samsung

The Samsung product or, in the case of software, pre-loaded

The manufacturer of Samsung product or, in the case of software, pre-loaded

The warranty gives you additional protection for

The warranty gives you other legal rights, in relation to the quality and fitness

The manufacturer of Samsung product or, in the case of software, pre-loaded

...
or leasing company immediately and they will handle the leased by you, and you consider a claim might be made at auction.

lamps and other parts classifiable as a consumable part. Through normal wear and tear such as, but not limited to:

This Warrant does not cover any defects or notified to you that may also have existed rights outside the Warranty Period.

use of products, equipment, systems, utilities, services, parts

• burned-in images resulting from viewing an image on the display screen for an extended period of time;

• incompatible parts;

• damage caused by vermin, or any other act or circumstance adverse external conditions such as power surges and dips, thunderstorm activity, acts of God, acts of terrorism, commercial use of continuous or intentional long term display of news reels (“tickers”), static or fixed images commercial use of continuous or intentional long term display, and any continuous statistical or graphical display, and any at events such as clubs, bars and restaurants including to) any use for profit or financial gain, public display or Warranty covers Samsung TV models which are

2. 3D TV

• incorrect operation or not following the operation instructions

• incorrect or improper maintenance or failure to maintain

• improper installation;

• incorrect or improper maintenance or failure to maintain

• incorrect operation or not following the operation instructions

• improperly to service Personnel.

• improper installation;

• incorrect operation or not following the operation instructions

• improperly to service Personnel.

• improper installation;

• incorrect operation or not following the operation instructions

• improperly to service Personnel.

• improper installation;

• incorrect operation or not following the operation instructions